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Verily with hardship, there is ease.

“Don’t depend too much on anyone in this world except on Allah because even your own shadow leaves you when you are in darkness”

-Ibn Taymiyyah-
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ABSTRACT

The awareness of importance of English in this information era leads to the effort to learn and master the language as early as possible. Therefore, English is demanded to be introduced in formal education for young learner. The purpose of this research is to know the kinds of teaching techniques applied by English teacher to teach English in RA Mambaul Ulum Surabaya.

The research design used in this research is descriptive qualitative research. The research subject of this research is one the English teacher in RA Mambaul Ulum Surabaya. The instruments used to gather the data were interview and observation. The interview was conducted before the teaching learning activity in classroom. The observation was conducted in three meetings of teaching learning English to know the kinds the teaching technique applied by English teacher.

The finding of this research shows that there were four teaching techniques applied by English teacher in RA Mambaul Ulum Surabaya, those are: 1) Song, 2) Question and Answer, 3) Moving About, and 4) Games. The dominant technique used in RA Mambul Ulum is song because song could make the students more joyful and ease the students to understand the material. Thus the students will be more attracted and interacted to learn English.

Keywords: Teaching, technique, young learners.
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